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Sunwebcam- 4G Solar Camera System

Our Sunwebcam, the wireless cellular camera system, is powered by the sun and
only require a cellular signal to operate autonomously anywhere in the world
24/7/365! Equipped with a internal battery, Sunwebcam is designed for the worst
environmental hazards while providing the instant video & images from your remote
secure location even in blackout conditions.

What the Sunwebcam can do
Sunwebcam allows
● 24 hours video records
● Take pictures on scheduled
● Receive text or email alert notifications in the event a human or vehicle is present
while back up storing all your video & images in our cloud software for review
● Remote monitor through PC & Mobile App
● Remote control the camera by PC or Mobile devices
● Cloud services connection with cellular data communication and cloud software
on a monthly basis, you simply pay when you need new video & images

Aquaculture Farm Managing
Usually quaculture farm needs a large floor space which costs lots of power and changes of
locations. The common camera is not available for kind of this area. Sunwebcam offers a 100%
solar powered and security solution and easy to install in minutes, moved easily when you need
to change locations. Throughout the sunwebcam, it can save the costs and time accordingly.

The Cloud Service and Web Application allow you to log on from any computer or smart phone
to remote monitoring, and to receive alerts.
The security camera system is triggered by motion and provides night vision. If an unexpected
visitor enters the property, the ranch owner will receive an instant text alert on a mobile phone
once a human or vehicle has been detected.
Benefits include:
● Theft prevention
● Condition live look, keep owner informed with daily activities of their livestocks
● Cost saving on implement of necessary infrastructure for traditional security camera systems
● Improving operation efficiency and increasing their profit margins

Many ranches have feeding and water stations that require a long drive to get to in order to
verify food and water volume for the animals. Sunwebcam provides you a perfect security
solution. Throughout the remote surveillance, you can manage the farm in real time monitoring.
Sunwebcam can improve the efficiency adequately and reduce parts of labour costs accordingly.

AGRICULTURE & ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
It is very important for gathering information for studies to monitoring environmental and
agriculture areas but at the same time very time consuming and sometimes inconsistent due to
the availability of the person performing these studies. The most effective way to gather
information for environmental and agricultural studies is to have 24/7 monitoring but that is a
very expensive task when considering employee time and travel.

The Sunwebcam allows for 100% wireless/solar data and image collection. The Cloud Service
provides a turn-key solution for environmental engineers and scientists to focus on the data.
The picture overlay will take two pictures acquired by the remote surveillance camera and
digitally stack them on top of each other so measurements and finite analysis can be performed.

